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ABSTRACT
High-level synthesis (HLS) is a method for generating register-transfer level (RTL)
hardware description of digital logic designs from high-level languages, such as
C/C++/SystemC or MATLAB. The performance and productivity benefits of HLS stem
from the untimed, high abstraction level input languages. Another advantage is that the
design and verification can focus on the features and high-level architecture, instead of
the low-level implementation details.
The goal of this thesis was to define and implement a high-level verification (HLV) flow
for an HLS design written in C++. The HLV flow takes advantage of the performance and
productivity of C++ as opposed to hardware description languages (HDL) and minimises
the required RTL verification work. The HLV flow was implemented in the case study of
the thesis. The HLS design was verified in a C++ verification environment, and Catapult
Coverage was used for pre-HLS coverage closure. Post-HLS verification and coverage
closure were done in Universal Verification Methodology (UVM) environment. C++ tests
used in the pre-HLS coverage closure were reimplemented in UVM, to get a high initial
RTL coverage without manual RTL code analysis. The pre-HLS C++ design was
implemented as a predictor into the UVM testbench to verify the equivalence of C++
versus RTL and to speed up post-HLS coverage closure.
Results of the case study show that the HLV flow is feasible to implement in practice.
The flow shows significant performance and productivity gains of verification in the C++
domain when compared to UVM. The UVM implementation of a somewhat incomplete
set of pre-HLS tests and formal exclusions resulted in an initial post-HLS coverage of
96.90%. The C++ predictor implementation was a valuable tool in post-HLS coverage
closure. A total of four weeks of coverage work in pre- and post-HLS phases was required
to reach 99% RTL coverage. The total time does not include the time required to build
both C++ and UVM verification environments.
Keywords: high-level synthesis, HLS, high-level verification, HLV, coverage-driven
verification, Universal Verification Methodology, UVM, predictor

Niskanen E. (2022) Korkean tason verifiointivuo korkean tason synteesiin perustuvalle
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TIIVISTELMÄ
Korkean tason synteesi (HLS) on menetelmä, jolla generoidaan rekisterisiirtotason (RTL)
laitteistokuvausta digitaalisille logiikkasuunnitelmille käyttäen korkean tason
ohjelmointikieliä, kuten C-pohjaisia kieliä tai MATLAB:ia. HLS:n suorituskykyyn ja
tuottavuuteen liittyvät hyödyt perustuvat ohjelmointikielien tarjoamaan korkeampaan
abstraktiotasoon. HLS:ää käyttäen suunnittelu- ja varmennustyö voi keskittyä
ominaisuuksiin ja korkean tason arkkitehtuuriin matalan tason yksityiskohtien sijaan.
Tämän diplomityön tavoite oli määritellä ja implementoida korkean tason
verifiointivuo (HLV-vuo) C++:lla kirjoitetulle HLS-suunnitelmalle. HLV-vuo hyödyntää
ohjelmointikielien tarjoamaa suorituskykyä ja korkeampaa abstraktion tasoa
kovonkuvauskielien sijaan ja siten minimoi RTL:n varmennukseen vaadittavaa työtä.
HLV vuo implementoitiin tapaustutkimuksessa. HLS-suunnitelma varmennettiin C++ verifiointiympäristössä, ja Catapult Coveragea käytettiin kattavuuden analysointiin.
RTL-kattavuutta mitattiin universaalilla verifiointimetodologialla (UVM) tehdyssä
ympäristössä. C++ varmennuksessa käytetyt testivektorit implementoitiin uudelleen
UVM-ympäristössä, jotta RTL-kattavuuden lähtötaso olisi korkea ilman manuaalista
RTL-analyysiä. C++-suunnitelma implementoitiin prediktorina (referenssimallina)
UVM-testipenkkiin koodikattavuuden parantamiseksi.
Tapaustutkimuksen tulokset osoittavat, että määritelty HLV-vuo on toteutettavissa
käytännössä. Vuota käyttämällä saavutetaan merkittäviä suorituskyky- ja
tuottavuusetuja C++ -testiympäristössä verrattuna UVM-ympäristöön. 90.60%
koodikattavuuden saavuttavien C++ testivektoreiden uudelleenimplementoiti UVMympäristössä tuotti 96.90% RTL-kattavuuden. C++-predictorin implementointi oli
merkittävä työkalu RTL-kattavuustavoitteen saavuttamisessa.
Avainsanat: Korkean tason synteesi, korkean tason verifiointi, kattavuuslähtöinen
varmennus, HLS, HLV, UVM
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FOREWORD
The purpose of this thesis was to define and implement a high-level verification flow to take
advantage of pre-HLS verification. The thesis work was done for Nokia Solutions and Networks
Oy, and the HLV flow was used for the verification of an HLS IP.
I would like to thank Timo Turunen from Nokia for providing the opportunity to work on
the thesis without commitments to ongoing projects, Jukka Häkkinen for examining the work,
Ville Kivelä for enthusiastic technical and high-level guidance, Jukka Lahti from University of
Oulu for supervising the thesis work, and Esa-Matti Turtinen from Siemens EDA for support
of Catapult HLS related issues and queries, as well as multiple HLS design and verification
topics.
Oulu, February 10th, 2022
Eerik Niskanen
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INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, the complexity of digital systems has grown exponentially, making the
design and verification process a bottleneck for productivity [3]. This has led to an increasing
pressure to raise the abstraction level and automate both the design and verification processes.
For decades now, digital systems targeted for Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC)
or Field-Programmable Gate-Array (FPGA) technologies have been hand-written in RegisterTransfer Level (RTL) Hardware Description Languages (HDL). The larger and more complex
the designed systems are, the more difficult and expensive it is to switch to new design and
verification languages, tools, and methodologies. Since ASIC development is extremely
expensive and often takes years to complete, the industry is understandably cautious when it
comes to adopting new technologies and methodologies. Nonetheless, the industry is slowly
moving forward in the face of ever-increasing demand for more bandwidth and processing
power [7].
High-Level Synthesis (HLS) has long promised to shorten the System on Chip (SoC)
development cycle, but until recently, the drawbacks have outweighed the benefits [1][4]. HLS
takes the behavioural description of the design in a high-level input source code, and through
the synthesis process, turns it into RTL architecture targeted for FPGA or ASIC technologies.
The main benefits of HLS stem from the speed and flexibility of untimed, higher abstraction
level of languages such as C and its derivatives. Compared to clock-accurate RTL, functional
descriptions in higher-level languages can be written in fewer lines of code (LoC) and simulated
much faster [2]. Developing systems in high-level languages allows the design and verification
to concentrate on the functional requirements, instead of the low-level implementation details.
The main drawback of HLS has been the poorer Quality of Results (QoR), which includes
latency, throughput, area, and power [1]. The QoR of HLS has taken big leaps in the past years
and is nowadays comparable to or better than hand-written RTL [4], when used for the right
kind of application, and developed with competence.
The goal of this thesis was to define and implement a high-level verification (HLV) flow
starting from verification of the C++ design and finishing with coverage signoff of the HLS
RTL. The flow utilises the productivity gains of doing most of the verification work for the
high abstraction level source code. Once the pre-HLS behavioural design is completely verified,
the same tests can be implemented and run in the RTL test environment. If the HLS tool
implements the RTL architecture without introducing much logic redundancy, most of the postHLS verification effort goes into running formal checks and the reimplemented pre-HLS testcases. Little manual RTL analysis or RTL-specific test creation is needed in the post-HLS
phase.
The pre-HLS verification phase of the case study uses a C++ verification environment to run
tests through the C++ design and verifies the responses against an external reference model.
The pre-HLS verification progress is measured with Catapult Coverage (CCOV). The postHLS verification starts by building a Universal Verification Methodology (UVM) verification
environment and reimplementing the C++ test-cases. A golden reference model built with
MATLAB is used to produce stimulus and output reference data. The input reference data is
fed into both C++ and RTL designs, and the respective outputs are compared to the output
reference data. In addition, the C++ design is implemented in the UVM testbench as a predictor
(reference model), to verify the C++ versus RTL equivalence. The predictor implementation
speeds up coverage closure by enabling stimulus randomisation without external reference data.
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Chapter 2 contains an introduction to how SoCs are typically developed and verified and
goes into detail on UVM and coverage-driven verification methodology. Chapter 3 introduces
HLS with its benefits and drawbacks and explains how the verification flow changes when the
SoC IP design is created with HLS. The defined high-level verification flow is presented in
Chapter 3.7. Chapter 4 contains the case study, where the HLV flow was implemented and
evaluated.
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2

DIGITAL IP DESIGN AND VERIFICATION

Today’s System on Chip (SoC) design starts by defining general system-level features. More
specific features, specifications, architecture, and requirements can be derived from these
features. In a general sense, requirements state how the system must work, and specifications
include a detailed description of how the requirements are met. [31]
Often a golden behavioural reference model is the first concrete part built in the early stages
of the development cycle. A reference model is typically built with a high-level language such
as MATLAB or C++. A functional, floating-point reference model is faster to build and run
than RTL models, and it is used for performance and architecture analysis in the beginning of
the development process. Later system- or IP-level fixed-point models can be built to verify the
correctness of the data produced by RTL. [31]
2.1

Design

When the lower-level architecture, features, and requirements start to solidify, RTL
development can begin. The designers’ goal is to implement the architecture and features into
the RTL description so that they fulfil the requirements and specification. The SoC designs are
built by integrating many Intellectual Property (IP) blocks. They are modules, which are more
manageable to develop than a complete SoC and are often reusable to some extent. Large SoC
designs often include multiple IP blocks, which each require multiple people for design and
verification. [31]
2.2

Verification

The goal of verification is to prove that the design behaves exactly as stated in the requirements
and specifications. Discrepancies between the design and the specification or the reference
model are called bugs. Transforming design requirements and specification into RTL code can
be an ambiguous process, due to missing specification or requirement details, or conflicting
descriptions. The verification process is parallel to the design creation process: The verification
engineers read the same hardware specifications and requirements, create the verification plan,
and then follow it to build tests which demonstrate that the RTL code correctly implements the
features. Verification of large SoCs can often take more effort than the design. [16]
2.2.1

Universal Verification Methodology

Universal Verification Methodology (UVM) is an IEEE standard developed by Accelera, and
it is used in verification of the majority of today’s digital logic designs. UVM is built mostly
using SystemVerilog (SV) [16] classes and is therefore supported by the main RTL simulator
tools such as The Questa Advanced Simulator from Siemens EDA and VCS from Synopsys.
As the name suggests, UVM was designed to have universal capabilities for verifying all kinds
of digital designs, regardless of their size, architecture, or target technology. One of the key
advantages of UVM is its standardised development of reusable verification components.
[14][15]
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UVM was developed and introduced to the user community in 2010 but its roots go back to
2000, when Cadence Design Systems introduced a collection of best-known practices for
verification. UVM is a continuation of Open Verification Methodology (OVM), and originally
was not a massive technology improvement on top of what OVM already provided. The value
was in offering a single cross-industry solution to the challenges of verification. [15]
2.2.1.1 UVM components and testbench structure
A typical UVM testbench architecture is illustrated in Figure 1. It instantiates the design under
test (DUT) module, the UVM test class, and configures connections between them. The UVM
testbench is compiled once and can be run with multiple tests. The UVM test is the top-level
component in the testbench, and typically has three main functions: Instantiates the top-level
environment, configures the environment with configuration database or factory overrides, and
applies stimulus to the DUT. It is common to have one base UVM test class with environment
instantiation and configuration. Individual tests will then extend from the base test and
configure the environment differently or apply different stimulus to the DUT. [14]

Figure 1. Typical UVM testbench architecture [14].
UVM environment is a hierarchical component that groups together interrelated verification
components, such as sequencers, scoreboards, agents, or even other environments. The toplevel environment includes all verification components, which target the DUT. The UVM
environment class is designed with flexibility, reusability, and extendibility in mind. The main
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functions of the environment are to generate traffic, monitor the responses, check the validity
of the protocols, and collect coverage. [14]
UVM scoreboard checks the behaviour of the DUT. It receives the inputs and outputs of the
DUT through UVM agent analysis ports, runs the inputs through a reference model or predictor
to produce expected results, and then compares them versus the actual DUT outputs. [14]
UVM agent is a hierarchical component that encapsulates DUT-specific components. An
example structure of a UVM agent is in Figure 2. An agent typically includes a sequencer for
stimulus flow management, a driver to apply stimulus on the DUT interface, and a monitor for
the DUT interface. The UVM agent can include other components, such as coverage collectors
or protocol checkers. Depending on the complexity of the design, multiple different agents can
be used. In most digital systems, the design has data flowing through and thus the input needs
an agent to initiate the transactions, and an output agent to react to transactions sent by the
DUT. Agents can also be entirely passive, and merely monitor the DUT signals. [14][15]

Figure 2. UVM Agent [14].
UVM sequencer controls transaction (data item) flow from different UVM sequences. The
sequencers are separated from DUT’s pin-level activities and instead operate on transaction
level. They capture the order between data items, which forms a structured stimulus pattern
instead of fragmented stimuli [15]. UVM sequences are objects that contain behaviours for
stimulus generation. For instance, a simple UVM sequence could be a few sequential data
packets. They are not part of the component hierarchy. UVM sequences can be used anywhere
between a single transaction, or the whole duration of the simulation. [14]
UVM driver receives individual sequence transactions from the UVM sequencer and drives
the DUT interfaces accordingly. It bridges the two different abstraction levels by converting
the transaction-level sequences from the UVM sequencer to the pin-level stimulus for the DUT.
For instance, a sequencer can provide data items for a driver, which then control the serial clock
and data signals of an I2C-bus to perform the transfer. [14]
UVM monitor is a passive entity that samples a DUT interface and captures the DUT
transactions. It works in the reverse order compared to the UVM driver, by translating pin-level
activity to transactions that can be sent to the rest of the testbench for further analysis. Monitors
can also check the correctness of the interface protocol and data. Drivers and monitors should
be built as separate components to make them work independently. The UVM monitor sends
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the transaction to a port on the UVM agent-level where it can be sent to other testbench
components, such as a UVM scoreboard. [14][15]
2.2.1.2 UVM Class Library
The UVM class library [18] provides building blocks to develop reusable verification
components and test environments. It contains a robust set of built-in verification classes and
methods. Using the class library ensures that the UVM concepts are correctly implemented, and
increases code readability, as the role of each component is determined by its parent class [15].
The UVM class library includes base classes for previously mentioned verification
components. The library also provides a set of transaction-level interfaces and channels that
can be used to connect verification components. The execution of the UVM test is synchronised
with standard simulation phase methods from the class library. The phases are called through
functions and tasks, which allows users to include code to be executed at desired points in time.
[15]
2.2.1.3 Transaction-Level Modelling (TLM)
A crucial concept in verification is to evaluate problems on the appropriate abstraction level.
Typically, the higher the abstraction level can be raised without losing necessary details, the
better. Even though the RTL DUT interfaces ultimately operate clock-accurately on the signallevel, most verification tasks can operate at transaction-level. For example, the pin-level
protocol details can usually be hidden under the UVM driver, and the focus can be on the actual
data and header information during sequence creation. [14]
2.2.2

UVM Connect

UVM Connect is an open-source UVM-based library that provides TLM connections between
SystemC (SC) and SystemVerilog UVM models and components. It provides an Application
Programming Interface (API) for accessing and controlling UVM simulation from SystemC (or
C or C++). UVMC makes connecting SystemC and SystemVerilog UVM components a
relatively straightforward process, but basic knowledge of SC, SV, UVM, and TLM
connections is required. [29]
The syntax used to connect two ports is illustrated in Figure 3. The “T” parameter specifies
the transaction type for SV connection. The type used in the thesis is
uvm_tlm_generic_payload. The port is the handle to any type of TLM port, export, interface,
imp, or socket. The lookup can be any string that is unique to other UVMC connections and is
used to connect two ports. [29]
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// SystemVerilog
uvmc_tlm #(T)::connect(port, lookup);
// SystemC
uvmc_connect(port, lookup);

Figure 3. UVMC syntax for connecting two ports.
2.2.3

Coverage-Driven Verification

Functional coverage is a metric used to check if all the design features and requirements were
verified, and code coverage measures if all parts of the design source code were exercised
during simulation. Coverage metrics are used to measure the current state and progress of the
verification process. Coverage is an integral part of the SoC verification, and the coverage goal
is typically close to, or at 100%. [19]
There are two primary forms of coverage metrics in production use in the industry today:
implicit and explicit coverage. Explicit coverage consists of manually created metrics, typically
derived from requirements, specifications, or the verification plan. Implicit coverage metrics
are extracted from the design implementation or the specifications by tools. [19]
2.2.3.1 Code Coverage
Perhaps the simplest coverage type is code coverage, which can be further divided into more
specific metrics. It was one of the first methods invented for systematic software testing, and
its origins can be traced back to the 1960s. Code coverage is an implicit coverage metric that
automatically describes the percentage of the source code of the DUT that has been activated
during testing, and subsequently reveals the areas of code that have not been activated or tested.
Including code coverage into an existing simulation flow is simple, as it does not require a
change to the design or verification approach. [19]
The simplicity of code coverage comes with drawbacks as well. It often requires elaborate
test scenarios to reach all the inactive code structures, to propagate the error condition to the
output, and extensive output monitoring to catch the erroneous output. The last part in particular
can be missed, if the focus is only on the code coverage percentage. The tools will report 100%
code coverage, even if the correctness of the output is never checked and there are still bugs in
the design. Code coverage alone does not instantly prove whether functionality has been tested
or implemented correctly, but rather indicates the parts of the code that have been used. In
addition, missing functionality does not show up in code coverage analysis. [19]
There are various types of HDL code coverage metrics. Toggle coverage measures the
number of times each bit of a register or wire has toggled its value. Many projects have a
requirement that all ports and registers have at minimum experienced a zero-to-one and one-tozero transition. It is used for basic connectivity checks between blocks and to check that all
control structures have been fully exercised. All interface bits must have toggled to ensure that
the design can handle any input. An example of toggle coverage for bits 83-91 of a signal is in
Figure 4. The example shows that bits 88-91 never toggled either from high to low, or low to
high. [19]
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Figure 4. Toggle coverage shown in Questa Visualizer [24].
Finite-state machine (FSM) coverage measures the number of times each state was entered,
and the number of transitions from one state to another. It reveals unused states and transitions.
In addition to insufficient stimulus, the FSM coverage gaps can be due to unreachable states or
transitions. FSMs are usually the core of the control logic of the DUT, and as such, it is
important to visit all states and complete all possible state transitions. [19]
Line coverage identifies which lines of the source code have been executed during
simulation. It reports the execution count associated with each line of source code, which is
useful for revealing lines that have not been executed. The line coverage holes can be a result
of insufficient input stimulus, a bug in the source code preventing the lines to be executed, or
unused or dead code that can be removed. [19]
Statement coverage is used to identify which statements in the source code have been
executed. It is similar to line coverage but generally considered more useful, since can span
multiple lines of source code, and detects multiple statements that can occur on a single line. A
statement coverage report has a count associated with each statement of source code, which
indicates the total number of times the statement has been executed. Not only is it useful for
revealing lines that have not been executed, but also useful for checking if a minimum statement
execution threshold is achieved. [19]
Branch coverage reports whether all Boolean expressions in control structures (if, case,
while, repeat, etc.) have evaluated to both true and false. Regardless of the complexity of the
expression, and which logical operators it contains, it is considered one true-or-false expression.
[19]
Expression coverage also determines if each condition has evaluated to both true and false,
but it does not take logical operators such as AND or OR into account. Consequently, it
measures the Boolean conditions independently of each other. Closing expression coverage can
require immense effort. Consider an if-statement with multiple conditions chained together by
logical operators. Generating stimulus that results in all conditions evaluating to both true and
false is a 2D-Matrix of all conditions. [19]
Figure 5 shows an example code snippet that has incomplete code coverage. The statement
on line 56 was covered, but coverage for lines 57 and 58 are incomplete.

Figure 5. Statement coverage shown in Questa Visualizer [24].
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Figure 6 shows details of the coverage metrics regarding the code viewed in Questa
Visualizer. Both branch and expression coverage for line 57 were incomplete, and the ifcondition never evaluated to true during the simulation. Consequently, the statement on line 58
was never exercised.

Figure 6. Code coverage viewed in Questa Visualizer. [24]
Figure 7 shows detailed expression coverage for line 57 in Figure 5. The condition never
evaluated as true since the value of variable acc never exceeded the boundaries.

Figure 7. Expression coverage details shown in Visualizer [24].
2.2.3.2 Functional coverage
Functional coverage is an explicit coverage metric that determines if the design functions
precisely as the requirements and specifications define. Features are extracted from
requirements to verification plan and functionality is a subset of features. When all functionality
of a feature has been verified, a feature is covered. Optimally the functional coverage
progression is automatically linked to the verification plan that specifies all functionality that
needs to be tested. It is an explicit coverage metric, since the functional coverage model cannot
be automatically extracted, but instead needs to be manually crafted. To create the model,
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detailed functionality and design intent needs to be identified, and then a verification
environment that measures the coverage progress needs to be implemented. [19]
There are two main ways to observe functional behaviour of the design: data and temporal
components or cover groups and cover properties. Cover groups are used to observe data values
of buses, interfaces, registers, and other signals. In SystemVerilog, cover groups are defined
once and then instantiated one or more times. A cover group contains cover points, options,
arguments, and an optional trigger. A cover point is a sample location, a DUT interface for
instance. They measure which values have been observed and how many times. Cover points
that are sampled at the same time are grouped in a cover group. [16][19]
Whereas a cover group samples data values and transactions during simulation, a cover
property observes temporal relationships between sequences of signals. For example, cover
properties can check handshaking sequences on a bus protocol, or state transitions. [16][19]
Assertions check the design signals either once or over a period of time. Typically, assertions
look for errors such as two signals that should be mutually exclusive or detect over-or
underflows of a FIFO. In SystemVerilog, these are coded with the assert property statement,
but these conditions can also be coded using procedural code instead. Asserting a property
ignores the passes, and covering a property ignores the failures.
2.2.3.3 Coverage flow
Coverage flow from a high-level view is illustrated in Figure 8. It starts with a detailed design
specification that explicitly and exhaustively describes how the design should behave.
Verification plan is predominantly drafted based on the features extracted from the
requirements, and it should include every testable property of the DUT. Since the requirements
can be quite broad, design specifications are used to extract detailed low-level implementation
and functionality details. The goal of creating a coverage model or a detailed verification plan
is to capture the design's intent and behaviour into a cohesive object. Functional- and formal
tests are then created based on the model or plan. This process requires expertise from
verification-, design- and algorithm engineers since the intention is to avoid missing any subset
of the design's functionality by gathering multiple points of view. [16] [19]
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Figure 8. Coverage flow. [16]
Once all the required features are specified in the verification plan, the functional coverage
model can be created. This includes creating assertions, cover groups, and cover properties
according to the design specifications and the verification plan. The functional coverage model
samples the DUT to record which features and functionalities have been exercised during
simulation.
Tests are created according to the verification plan. During the tests, the DUT is given an
input, and the output is checked to determine whether the behaviour of the design was correct.
In the case of failing tests, the fault can be either in the design, the test environment, or the
reference model. Hence, after debugging the source of the error, either the design, the test
environment, or the reference model must be corrected, and the test must be rerun.
Coverage database contains information on what parts of the functional and structural
coverage types have been executed. The coverage database format used in the thesis is Questa
UCDB (Unified Coverage Database) from Siemens EDA [30]. Other RTL tool vendors have
their own formats.
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Typically, a part of the uncovered logic is unreachable, and cannot execute under any
circumstances. There are various formal analysis tools for different design source languages.
They do static analysis of the code to highlight structural, coding and consistency problems.
The main benefit of these tools for coverage analysis is to create automatic exclusions for
unreachable code. Figure 9 illustrates a simple example of such unreachable logic. The else if branch on line five is clearly not reachable, since the condition on line three is executed if
variable a is larger than zero. In real designs, the conditions and expressions can be complicated,
and hence it is not always trivial to recognise such structural redundancies.

Figure 9. Unreachable branch.
Once the defined functional and code coverage goals are reached, the source design is
considered fully covered and verified. At that point, the coverage database contains information
on what functional requirements were tested, what parts of code were covered, and what manual
or tool-based exclusions were made to waive coverage gaps.
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3

HLS-BASED DESIGN AND VERIFICATION

High-level synthesis is a process of writing an algorithmic description of a design in a highlevel language, such as C++, System C or MATLAB, and using an automated tool to produce
register transfer level hardware description. For decades now, systems targeted for ASIC or
FPGA technologies have been mostly designed with HDL languages such as VHDL or Verilog,
but in recent years, HLS has become an appealing alternative [13]. In the past decade, HLS has
been involved in thousands of ASIC tapeouts and FPGA designs [7]. [2][5]
Complexity of very-large-scale integration (VLSI) systems and silicon have continued to
rise exponentially, while the RTL tools have developed only incrementally [4][26]. The growth
of complexity and the need for an increase in design productivity have been one of the major
drivers for the development of HLS tools. During the past decade, the semiconductor industry
has started to adopt HLS even for the development of complex subsystems of SoC designs,
where time to market is a crucial issue [13].
3.1

HLS Benefits

HLS offers many improvements over traditional RTL design and verification flows. Most of
these improvements are a consequence of raising the abstraction level from RTL to a higherlevel language. The designer can focus on coding the higher-level functionality before the RTL
implementation details, which can be largely controlled by the HLS tool. Since the HLS tools
will handle the high-level language (HLL) to RTL transformation, the likelihood of handwritten bugs is greatly reduced. Design space exploration is one of the main benefits of HLS
design. While the architecture must be fixed quite early in the traditional RTL design flow, HLS
tools can produce different RTL variations of the same design late in the development cycle
with little modifications to the source code. [3][4]
With HLS, the verification can be started very early in the development process when
architectural and technology details have not yet been decided. The numerous verification
debug cycles of the SoC development process can be accelerated by simulating and fixing issues
in the pre-HLS behavioural specification instead of the RTL [7]. [4]
3.2

HLS Drawbacks

Until the third generation of HLS (defined by Martin and Smith [1]), the quality of results (QoR)
was significantly worse compared to the RTL side. QoR and the immaturity of HLS tools and
methodologies are significant factors in why HLS has not yet taken over the SoC development.
In 2019, Lahti, Sjövall, Vanne and Hämäläinen [4] published a meta-analysis of 46 papers
published in 2010 or later to get a comprehensive view of the current state of HLS. The results
of the paper suggest that either one can outperform the other depending on the implemented
algorithm, HLS experience, tools, and input source language. [4]
HLS and hand-made RTL design can be compared to C versus Assembly in the software
domain. Assembly might be required for very tight memory or performance-critical
applications, but in most cases, small performance improvements are not worth the increased
development time and difficulty. Increased accessibility, productivity, and shorter time to
market should overcome the slightly worse quality of results. If the hardware resource usage is
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not mission-critical and the development time and DSE are prioritised, HLS is an attractive
option.
3.3

HLS Design Workflow

Figure 10 illustrates a typical HLS design flow. The order of the HLS steps taken may vary
depending on the tool, but most tools include the following steps [5]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Compilation of the source code
Resource allocation
Scheduling
Binding operations to functional units
Binding variables to storage elements
Binding data transfers to buses
Generating the RTL architecture

The tasks from two to six are independent and would in an ideal world be optimised
concurrently for an optimal solution. In a real-world project, however, these tasks are
commonly executed sequentially to manage the computational complexity of the synthesis. [5]

Figure 10. HLS design flow [5].
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The RTL architecture results are heavily guided not only by the structure of the source code,
but the technology library, pragmas, and directives defined to the HLS tool by the designer.
Technology libraries are sets of operators, registers, and memories that are characterised based
on timing and area estimates. Pragmas are commands for the HLS tool, which are inserted in
the source code. Typically, the commands can also be given for the tool outside the source code,
either in a separate file, or using the tool’s GUI. Commonly used directives might alter loop
implementation, pipelining, or delay parameters. [5]
The result of the HLS process is an RTL design, which is typically either VHDL or Verilog.
The RTL architecture consists of register-transfer level components and usually includes a
controller and a data path. The entities, ports and processes are generated in accordance with
the functional model, and the result of allocation and binding. Datapath logic and FSM are
generated based on the data flow and the scheduling result. [2]
3.4

Overview of Available HLS Tools

There is currently a plethora of available HLS tools. Leading commercial tools accept C-based
input languages, such as C++ or SystemC. Other than C-based frameworks also exist, and they
can potentially be beneficial in terms of performance [4]. HLS users and tool providers have
developed a synthesis standard around C++/SystemC that defines all the constructs that are
expected to be supported [11]. C++ is advantageous, since it is already widely used in algorithm
modelling for both hardware and software. If the behavioural reference model is written in C++,
the modifications required to fit it into the HLS flow are expected to take considerably less time
than from a MATLAB-based reference model for instance. [7]
SystemC includes C++ classes that add modules and ports for specifying clock, threads,
signals, and events for specifying concurrency. Hardware modelling features of SystemC
allows users to add implementation detail, but this is less abstract and gives less room for the
HLS tool to optimise the design. Since SystemC is built on C++, the choice between these two
depends on the level of abstraction and target application, rather than the language. SystemC
can be used to describe more control-oriented architecture. Pure C++ is more accessible to
software engineers due to the lack of hardware constructs mentioned earlier. [7]
Some tools focus entirely on FPGAs instead of also supporting ASICs. FPGAs are
reconfigurable and are typically used for fast prototyping or less performance-critical
applications. The design space exploration benefits of HLS are crucial in complex systems and
especially suitable for FPGA solutions since the actual hardware implementations can be easily
trialed. [10]
3.5

Catapult HLS

Catapult HLS is a tool that creates RTL implementations from compatible C, C++ and SystemC
design specifications. This work will focus on C++ as an input language. The C++ approach
requires no timing, concurrency, or target technology information [9]. The source code
describes the structure and behaviour of the design such that Catapult HLS can synthesize the
interfaces, data structures, and loops to a specified ASIC or FPGA technology and produce an
optimized RTL implementation. [11]
Catapult HLS supports most C++ statements and structures, but all properties of the code
must be statically determinable at compilation time. Therefore, dynamic memory allocation is
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not allowed. Pointers are synthesisable if they point to statically allocated objects.
Parameterisation through templates, and compound data types such as classes, structs and
arrays are fully supported. There are various open-source Algorithmic C -data types [20], which
allow area-efficient hardware synthesis from C models. These data types have arbitrary length,
are bit-accurate and have well-defined methods and simulation and synthesis semantics. Native
C++ data types, as well as SystemC data types, are also supported. [9][11]
Before going through the Catapult HLS synthesis flow, several predefined downstream
design analysis and verification flows can be enabled. Using these tools during the HLS flow
is mostly beneficial for the designer, as the tool usage is greatly restricted compared to using
the tools separately. However, the flows are generally easy to use and can often be set up
quickly. [11]
CDesignChecker and SCVerify are Catapult HLS integrated verification tools that were used
to smoke-test the HLS IP of the case study before the actual verification. CDesignChecker is a
formal tool that helps identify ambiguous behaviour and design styles that yield sub-optimal
results and may result in simulation mismatches during RTL verification. SCVerify verifies the
synthesised RTL against the original pre-HLS design using a user-provided C++/SystemC
testbench file. It is a push-button unit test solution mainly used to sanity-test the design in the
synthesis process. [11][22]
Catapult Coverage (CCOV) and UVM Flow are Catapult HLS integrated verification flows
that were used in the case study of the thesis and will be covered in more detail in Chapter 4.1.
In short, CCOV was used for pre-HLS coverage analysis, CoverCheck was used to formally
analyse the RTL code and create waivers and witness waveforms, and UVM Flow was used for
initial predictor implementation. [11]
3.6

High-Level Verification in the Industry

To the best knowledge of the author, literature regarding the verification of HLS designs is very
limited in comparison to design literature. This suggests that a significant part of the verification
might have been done with conventional RTL verification methods, completely disregarding
the benefits of pre-HLS. However, the limited existing HLS verification literature seems to
point to the rather obvious trend of increasing the pre-HLS verification work to accelerate
verification closure.
According to A. Takach, the industry trend is to start to take advantage of the higher
abstraction level of the HLS source code also during verification. In an ideal case, the
verification would be done fully pre-HLS, and formal tools would prove that the HLS-generated
RTL is functionally equivalent to the behavioural source code. Until the formal verification is
up to the task, existing RTL verification methodologies, such as coverage analysis can be
applied to the high-level input source code. Even though the pre-HLS verification does not
eliminate the need for post-HLS verification, it greatly reduces the verification debug cycles.
[7][13]
A method of automatically detecting HLS source code errors has been proposed by B. C.
Schafer [6]. The method automatically inserts a set of probes into the untimed behavioural
description during the simulation, and the simulation results are used as golden outputs for the
RTL simulations. The method reports and pinpoints any mismatches between the untimed preHLS and timed post-HLS simulations. In the case study part of this thesis, the C++ design was
implemented into the UVM testbench as a predictor. The predictor in the UVM testbench
effectively serves the same purpose as the method by B. C. Schafer.
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3.7

High-Level Verification Flow

HLS designs can be verified by using traditional methods and doing all the verification work in
the post-HLS phase. Hence, it is not strictly necessary to verify the C++ source code. However,
the expectation is that the advantages of higher abstraction level and faster simulation speeds
of C++ are the major productivity benefits and should be utilised [7]. In addition, HLS-RTL is
machine-generated and is not nearly as readable as hand-written RTL. Debugging issues and
analysing coverage is almost trivial in pre-HLS compared to post-HLS. Consequently, the main
purpose of the verification flow defined here is to maximise pre-HLS verification work in order
to minimise post-HLS verification.
The high-level verification flow is illustrated in Figure 11. The flow was formed during the
case study based on Catapult HLS and Catapult Coverage related user guides [11][12][19][22],
as well as presentations and private discussions with Siemens EDA.
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Figure 11. High-level verification flow.
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The high-level verification flow is a two-part process, consisting of pre- and post-HLS
coverage closures. The first part is to fully verify the pre-HLS source code. All the functional
requirements must be tested, and 100% code coverage must be reached in pre-HLS before
moving on to post-HLS (RTL) testing.
3.7.1 Pre-HLS phase
The pre-HLS coverage flow starts by implementing all the functional tests according to design
requirements and specification. When all the functional tests are added and are passing, the
formal checks can be run to find unreachable logic and coding issues in the source code.
Exclusions generated by the formal tools are applied to waive unreachable logic.
If there is a reference model available, constrained-random tests can be added to verify that
the reference model and the pre-HLS design are equivalent under stimulus combinations that
were not defined in the requirements. Constrained-random test cases are limited by how much
randomisation the reference model supports.
Directed test cases can be added for the hard-to-reach coverage gaps. These may be
situations that were not exercised during the testing of functional requirements or randomised
tests, and only arise from incorrect stimulus to the DUT. Formal and manual exclusions,
randomised tests, and directed tests can be added in parallel to reach the final pre-HLS coverage
goal.
Manual exclusions can be made to disregard parts of the design that are reachable but are
decided not to be verified. However, as will become apparent in the case study, manual
exclusions are extremely difficult to repeat for RTL code. Consequently, manual exclusions
should only be done if deemed absolutely necessary. Better options are to either create directed
tests to cover the code, or to remove the uncovered parts from the design altogether.
3.7.2

Post-HLS phase

Post-HLS coverage flow should be started after pre-HLS is fully verified, and it follows the
pre-HLS coverage flow for the most part. The first step is to implement all the tests used for
pre-HLS coverage analysis in UVM. The UVM environment can be built before starting the
RTL verification, but the test-case creation can start properly when the pre-HLS phase is done.
Creating the test cases in UVM is straightforward since the test functionality can be mirrored
from pre-HLS.
HLS tools generate RTL logic for handling timing, which includes clocks, resets, interfaces,
and clock and reset domain crossings. Subsequently, tests should be added to check that the
DUT can recover from a reset and produce a correct post-reset response. Additionally, if
directed by the designer, interfaces are added by the HLS tool. Input and output interfaces
should be stalled by not inputting enough stimulus to the design, and by not reading the output
fast enough. The design should be able to recover from the stall and continue operating
correctly. If the DUT has multiple clocks or resets, the domain crossing should be verified.
After implementing pre-HLS tests in UVM, and creating tests for reset and stall, formal
checks should be run to find unreachable logic that can be excluded from the coverage database.
The RTL coverage should be quite high at this point which should reduce the runtime of running
the formal analysis.
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The pre-HLS design can be added to the UVM environment to function as a predictor
(reference model). The predictor should get the same input as the RTL DUT. The predictor can
be used to verify the equivalence of pre- versus post-HLS designs without the need for an
external reference model, or reference data. The stimulus can be randomised, but since complete
randomness does not yield much coverage improvement, random stimulus should be
constrained. Combinations of at least the following items should be considered for
randomisation [16]:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Device configuration
Environment configuration
Input data
Protocol exceptions
Delays
Transaction status
Errors and violations

Directed tests are added for corner cases that were not exercised during any of the previous
tests and were not excluded either manually or with the aid of formal tools. Formal tools may
help further by generating witness waveforms that show how these uncovered parts can be
exercised in simulation. Some HLS tool vendors also have analysis tools to check what preHLS source code resulted in each part of RTL code. Since a single line of the pre-HLS code
can result in tens or hundreds of lines of RTL code scattered to many places and interleaved
with other logic, the analysis can be challenging. However, the HLS RTL has reoccurring
patterns in all sub-blocks of the design, and the analysis gets easier with experience.
Manual exclusions can be applied last to exclude parts of the design that are decided not to
cover by simulation. These can be interface components that are automatically added and
previously verified by the HLS tool vendor, IP blocks or common components verified outside
the current design.
If pre-HLS coverage was not 100% on all possible metrics, it can be further analysed during
RTL coverage flow to understand what kind of tests could still be added. Different kinds of
constrained-random and directed tests can be added to reach the defined RTL coverage goal.
Typically, the required RTL coverage is 100% for all coverage types.
The main purpose of the proposed HLV flow is to take full advantage of the pre-HLS
performance and productivity. All features of the design should be fully verified, and the source
code should be completely covered in simulation with test cases before moving on to post-HLS.
This way the only required post-HLS coverage is to verify the logic and components added by
the HLS tools. Depending on the design and the HLS tool, datapath FSMs, stall control,
memories, channel FIFOs could be added for example. Typically, at least tests for hardware
reset and stall need to be added in the post-HLS phase. The amount of required new post-HLS
tests can be greatly reduced by extensive pre-HLS verification work. The pre-to-post HLS
coverage carry-over can be expected to improve in the future as pre-HLS coverage tools are
being further developed for better hardware awareness.
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4

CASE STUDY

A sub-block from a digital down-converter (DDC) IP was selected as the design under test of
the high-level verification flow. The design is heavy on data and light on control, which makes
it ideal for HLS with untimed C++. The DDC in question has multiple finite-impulse response
(FIR) filters and half-band filters (HBFs). Exact implementation details are not presented in this
work. The HLS design of the DDC IP was made by H. Vuopio [27] with Catapult HLS from
Siemens EDA. The source code for the HLS design is written in C++. At the start of the case
study, there was a fully verified, hand-made RTL version of the DDC as well. The HLS and
hand-made RTL had similar area and power results. An initial C++ testbench, a golden
MATLAB reference model, design specifications, verification plan and verification report were
also available for the hand-made RTL. Figure 12 illustrates the sub-block division and
simplified data flow for the DUT.

Figure 12. Simplified block diagram and data flow of the DUT.
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4.1

Tools

4.1.1

Matlab

Matlab is a programming and numeric computing platform used to analyse data, develop
algorithms, and create models and applications. The heart of Matlab is the MATLAB
programming language, which allows convenient matrix manipulations and natural expression
of computational mathematics. The golden reference model for the design was built with
MATLAB. [21]
The model was used to generate various reference data vectors, which were used for the
verification of pre- and post-HLS designs. The design inputs were fed with the input reference
data, and the design outputs were compared against the output data from the model.
4.1.2

Catapult Coverage (CCOV)

Catapult Coverage from Siemens EDA is a tool for collecting coverage metrics in
C++/SystemC. CCOV can be used as a flow integrated into Catapult HLS, or separately from
the command line. It differs from traditional C-based coverage tools by anticipating synthesis
intent when calculating coverage data. CCOV evaluates how HLS will implement the
C++/SystemC design and generates reports that are more consistent with RTL coverage data
compared to traditional coverage tools for high-level languages. In other words, CCOV
provides hardware-aware coverage. For instance, it accounts for bit-accurate datatypes, loop
unrolling, inlined functions, and multiple instances. With CCOV pre-HLS test vectors can be
used in post-HLS simulations to reach a good baseline coverage. Code coverage metrics
supported by CCOV are Statement, Branch and FEC (See Chapter 2.2.3.1). CCOV also
supports functional coverage metrics, such as Covergroups, Coverpoints, Crosses and various
Bin types, but those were not used in the case study. [22]
4.1.3

Questa SIM

The Questa Advanced Simulator (Questa SIM) by Siemens EDA is the core simulation and
debug engine of the Questa Verification Solution. It is a verification platform capable of
validating complex FPGA and SoC designs. Questa SIM does global compile and simulation
optimisations for SystemVerilog and VHDL to improve performance. [23]
In this thesis work, Questa SIM was used to compile and simulate the UVM testbench and
the SystemC predictor wrapper. UVM testbench includes the post-HLS VHDL DUT. The
simulation included C++, SystemC, SystemVerilog and VHDL. RTL waveform debug was
done with Questa SIM. Questa SIM was also used to collect coverage metrics during
simulations, and to view the coverage results afterwards.
4.1.4

Questa Visualizer

Questa Visualizer by Siemens EDA has by and large the same functionality as Questa SIM but
is of a newer generation. Visualizer is a debug platform that supports the complete verification
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flow, including simulation, emulation, and prototyping, as well as design, testbench, low-power
and assertion analysis. [24]
Questa Visualizer was used to analyse coverage results of both C++ and RTL design. The
coverage analysis experience was generally smoother in Visualizer compared to Questa SIM,
especially in the pre-HLS phase. Compilations and simulations were not done with Visualizer
in this thesis.
4.1.5

Questa CoverCheck

Questa CoverCheck is an automatic formal-based analysis tool made by Siemens EDA for
achieving code coverage closure faster. It analyses code coverage and functional coverage item
reachability within an RTL design. Typically, in large RTL designs, the coverage progress
plotted against time flattens as the coverage percentage gets closer to 100%. Even after
exhaustive sets of test vectors, there will usually be some uncovered code that must be analysed.
CoverCheck can formally prove whether these items are coverable or not. In the case of
uncoverable items, CoverCheck generates waivers to exclude them from the coverage database.
[25]
Questa CoverCheck was used to formally check uncoverable code in the RTL design.
CoverCheck was first used to compile the RTL, then it was given the merged, post-regression
UCDB as an input, and finally formal checks were run for 12 hours. Without the UCDB
information, CoverCheck would try to formally check items that have already been covered in
regression simulations. Therefore, it is important to limit the formal problem space by giving
CoverCheck a reasonably well-covered coverage database. The exclusions reported by
CoverCheck were used to waive uncoverable items from the coverage database. Witness
waveforms of coverable corner cases that were not exercised during the simulations were used
to create directed test vectors.
4.1.6

Catapult Design Analyzer

In the later stages of the RTL coverage analysis, Catapult HLS integrated Design Analyzer flow
was used to understand uncovered expressions in RTL. Design Analyzer can show the link
between some parts of C++, RTL, or schematic. Using the tool helped trace back a few
complicated uncovered expressions from RTL to C++, and to create corresponding tests. [11]
4.1.7

Catapult HLS

Catapult HLS was covered in detail in Chapter 3.5. In this thesis Catapult HLS was used to get
a starting point for CCOV usage and the predictor generation. Catapult HLS and CCOV come
with user guides, but the makefiles and scripts generated by Catapult HLS were also observed
to better understand their working principles. Catapult HLS was used to synthesise new RTL
after changes either to the input source code or the preferred synthesis outcomes. The C++
predictor implementation was started with the UVM Flow integrated into Catapult HLS. The
implementation is explained in more detail later in Chapter 4.2.2.2.
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4.2

Verification Environment
4.2.1

C++

The C++ verification environment consisted of a C++ testbench, a Makefile and a few scripts.
Table 1 shows the main files used for the C++ environment. The reference data was generated
separately with a MATLAB reference model. The C++ testbench was configurable to a large
extent from the command line arguments, and various kinds of tests could be run with one
executable. The coverage collection was done with CCOV (4.1.2), and the results were analysed
with Questa Visualizer (4.1.4) and Questa SIM (4.1.3).
Table 1. Files and their purposes in the C++ verification environment
File (s)

Description

setup.csh

Set up environment variables, paths and tools

Makefile

Compile and run C++ testbench
Generate, merge and view coverage database (UCDB)

regr.sh

Run a full regression of pre-defined tests and C++ testbench
arguments.

main_tb.cpp
c_test_base.h
ref_data_conf_parser.h

Parse and load reference data into memory
Configure C++ DUT
Feed reference data into DUT
Check for interrupts
Read DUT output
Compare DUT output against reference data

4.2.2

UVM

The UVM verification environment was mostly built from scratch to avoid carrying over any
unnecessary functionality, and to fully understand how everything works. Some parts of
separate verification IPs (VIPs) were used to aid with parsing the reference data, scheduling the
input stimulus correctly, and comparing the RTL output to the reference data. Makefile and
scripts were built for the same purposes as for the C++ environment, but in the UVM
environment the testbench that was compiled and run consisted of the RTL DUT, SystemC
Predictor Wrapper and the UVM Test-derived test class. Additionally, scripts were created to
run Questa CoverCheck.
4.2.2.1 UVM Testbench Structure
A simplified UVM testbench structure is illustrated in Figure 13. The DUT at the bottom is the
RTL generated with Catapult HLS -tool. The UVM Test creates the UVM Environment, which
builds and connects all the scoreboards, agents, and the UVM Predictor Converter. The DUT
has data and register interfaces that are passed to the respective agents and the UVM Test
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through the UVM configuration database. The configuration database is also used to share
agent, monitor and driver configuration objects.

Figure 13. UVM Testbench Structure
Data agents monitor the DUT input and output interfaces and drive the input interfaces. The
agents fetch the configuration objects and virtual interface handles from the UVM configuration
database and pass them down to their monitors and drivers. The drivers inside the data agents
receive data samples from the sequences and drive the data interfaces accordingly. The input
monitors send valid RTL DUT samples to the UVM Predictor Converter. The output monitors
send valid output samples to the predictor scoreboard to be compared against the C++ design.
The DUT has multiple configuration registers that need to be set before it can start processing
data. The configurations are either loaded to memory from reference data or created in the UVM
Test. Register configuration sequences send configuration items to the Register Configuration
Agent, which sends them to the RTL DUT. The monitor inside the agent sends incoming
register configurations to the UVM Predictor Converter to configure the C++ design.
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Two kinds of scoreboards were built for the testbench. The first type is the RTL vs.
Reference Data Scoreboard, which was used to verify that the DUT and pre-HLS tests
implemented in UVM are working correctly with the reference data tests. Reference data
scoreboards load expected data samples into memory based on the testbench configuration. The
comparators inside the scoreboards then compare the reference data samples against the
samples arriving from the RTL DUT, and the scoreboard tracks the results. One scoreboard was
instantiated for each data interface of the DUT.
The second type of scoreboard is the RTL vs. Predictor Scoreboard. Predictor scoreboards
were used to verify that both the RTL DUT and the C++ design behaved identically under
constrained-random stimulus. Again, each data interface had its own scoreboard.
4.2.2.2 C++ Predictor
The C++ Predictor in the UVM testbench (Figure 13) is the C++ design, which is used in the
UVM environment to verify that the C++ and RTL designs both behave identically under a
given stimulus. The predictor receives the same inputs as the RTL DUT and sends the C++
output responses back to the UVM testbench to be compared against the RTL outputs. The
predictor consists of the UVM Predictor Converter, the SystemC predictor wrapper, and the
pre-HLS C++ design. The UVM Predictor Converter in the testbench is a class derived from
UVM component, and it converts and transmits transactions between the testbench and the
SystemC Predictor Wrapper. The SystemC wrapper is an SC module that has the C++ design
wrapped inside and converts the UVMC transactions into a form that the C++ design can use.
The SystemC wrapper is connected to the UVM Predictor Converter with UVMC (2.2.2).
An initial version of the predictor was built using UVM testbench generation flow in
Catapult HLS. The flow uses UVM Framework to generate a UVM testbench that has all the
typical monitoring and driving functionality. The majority of the UVM testbench used in the
case study was already built before the predictor implementation, and the UVM Flow creates
many components that were not needed. The generated predictor files were used to get a starting
point on a customised implementation. The final predictor implementation was a heavily
modified version of the Catapult-generated predictor, but the connection types and the main
functionality remained the same.
The UVM Flow was in an alpha state, and the resulting testbench was not functioning
properly. On the SystemC side, the conversion of SystemC data types to the generic data types
used by UVM Connect had to be rewritten. The UVM Predictor Converter which receives
UVMC transactions from the SystemC predictor was also heavily modified. With a simpler
C++ design the UVM Flow worked well, but it seemed to break when the input and output port
structures were more complex than pure Algorithmic C -datatypes.
The UVM testbench generation uses UVM Framework, and therefore most of the created
classes are an extension of UVMF. Since UVMF was not used in the thesis, and the extra
overhead of UVMF-extended classes was seen disadvantageous, the UVMF parts were
removed.
The DUT has many repeating port structures, and the generated UVM Predictor component
seemed to typically repeat all the required functions for each port. The size of the original UVM
Predictor component was reduced from roughly 5700 lines of code to 1100 lines, without
removing any required functionality. Many additional improvements to the UVM Predictor
components could have been made but were not seen crucial for the thesis work.
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Nonetheless, the expectation of using the UVM Flow in its alpha-state was not to get a oneclick solution to the predictor implementation, but rather to take a shortcut to reaching a custom
solution. This approach proved to be an efficient way to build a working predictor
implementation.
The predictor data flow is illustrated in Figure 14. The data and register agents in the UVM
testbench send input data samples and register configurations to the analysis exports in the
UVM Predictor Converter, which transforms the incoming transactions into UVMC-compatible
uvm_tlm_generic_payload transactions. It then sends the generic payload transactions to the
non-blocking forward transport port (FW in), which is connected to the TLM target socket in
the SystemC predictor wrapper with UVMC.

Figure 14. Dataflow and UVMC connections between UVM and SystemC
The SystemC Predictor Wrapper receives transactions from the UVM Predictor Converter,
converts the generic payload types to the data types used by the C++ design, and drives the C++
inputs accordingly. The SystemC wrapper processes the output data and interrupt responses
from the C++ design, converts them into the generic payload types and sends them to the
initiator sockets.
The initiator sockets in the SystemC Predictor Wrapper are connected to the target sockets
in the UVM Predictor Converter with UVMC. Upon receiving responses to the target socket,
the UVM Predictor Converter converts the generic payload types to the transaction types used
in the rest of the UVM testbench, and finally sends them to the analysis ports.
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Simplified UVM Predictor Converter implementation is in Appendix 1. Many
implementation details, such as the different instantiated ports and how the
uvm_tlm_generic_payload is conversion happens are left out since they depend heavily on the
DUT in question. Only four ports are shown in total, just to illustrate how the data goes into the
UVM component, goes out to the SC wrapper, comes back to the UVM component, and finally
goes out to the rest of the testbench. Chapters 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 can be used for UVM and UVMC
related reference. Connecting the UVM component to the SystemC wrapper requires TLM port
setup and lookup string based UVMC function calls. The SystemC side is not illustrated in this
thesis.
4.3

Coverage Flow

As described in Chapter 3.7, the high-level verification flow was divided into two parts: preand post-HLS (C++ and RTL). The pre-HLS objective was to fully verify the features and close
the code coverage before doing any RTL coverage analysis. The hypothesis was that fully
closing the coverage for C++ translates into a good RTL coverage starting point, once the preHLS tests are implemented in UVM/SV and run through the RTL. In general terms, the aim
was to maximise pre-HLS to minimise post-HLS.
The coverage flow in the case study differs slightly from the HLV flow defined in Chapter
3.7. Not all of the functional tests specified in the requirements were added, since many of them
were not expected to yield much coverage improvement. Therefore, only a subset that covered
the main use cases was selected. Formal analysis was not run for the pre-HLS design. Trials
with Catapult SLEC flow were initially planned but were eventually dropped. Constrainedrandom tests were not run for the pre-HLS design, since the coverage target was reached
without it, and there was no reference data to compare to. The post-HLS coverage flow was
fully implemented in the case study.
4.3.1 Pre-HLS Coverage
The pre-HLS coverage flow started by building the environment for running reference data
tests. The coverage was collected using CCOV (4.1.2), and the metrics chosen for the pre-HLS
coverage analysis were statement, branch, and expression (2.2.3.1). The coverage goal was
defined as 100% for the three chosen metrics. Functional coverage was not deemed necessary
to evaluate the HLV flow and was left out of the case study. The coverage goal was reached
two weeks after the testbench was able to run tests with reference data correctly. The regression
consisted of 20 individual test cases, 16 of which were reference data comparison tests, 2 were
interrupt tests, and 2 were directed for corner cases.
The DUT has multiple repeating, templated blocks such as numerically controlled oscillators
(NCOs), filters, and buffers. To speed up the pre-HLS coverage progress, each of these block
types was merged into one hierarchical block, which shows up outside the DUT as a separate
block in the coverage analysis. This meant similar tests did not need to be repeated to fully
cover every individual reoccurring block. The merging was done using CCOV function
constraints. However, in the HLS RTL these blocks are separate instances, and consequently
the pre-HLS tests resulted in a lower post-HLS coverage starting point than if the separated
instance coverage had not been merged. It should be noted that the CCOV function constraints
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were working as intended but should only be used if the constrained blocks are verified
separately in RTL as well.
Several new features and fixes were implemented to the design while the UVM environment
was being built. Once the UVM environment was ready for test creation, the pre-HLS coverage
flow was repeated for the new C++ design to better understand the coverage starting point for
RTL. The pre-HLS coverage percentages are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Pre-HLS coverage percentages
Branch
%

FEC
%

Statement
%

Total
%

100

86.95

100

95.65

Coverage without CCOV
function constraints

97.97

84.56

99.38

93.97

Coverage without CCOV
function constraints, or
minimal manual exclusions

90.94

83.55

96.99

90.50

Phase
Coverage with CCOV function
constraints

Using CCOV function constraints expectedly yielded the best total coverage (95.65%) but
is misleading due to the merged coverage for the reoccurring blocks. The coverage flow was
closed when just one of the partial_dec instances (see Figure 12) reached 100% branch,
statement, and expression coverage. All the eight partial_dec instances are identical, but
separated to handle different data streams and IDs. Reaching 100% coverage for the other
instances was a matter of repetition and was chosen to be left out of the case study.
Coverage without function constraints (93.97%) was more accurate but has multiple manual
exclusions for new features that were decided not to be included in the coverage analysis.
However, manual pre-HLS exclusions can be extremely difficult to repeat for RTL.
Consequently, the last row in Table 2 represents the most accurate pre-HLS coverage of
90.50%. Only logic that would not be synthesised to RTL were manually excluded. Statement
coverage was reasonably good, but branches and expressions had poor coverage results.
Detailed pre-HLS coverage results are presented in Table 3. Coverage for partial_dec
instance zero stands out from the other instances. This is due to the tests mostly targeting IDs
that would be routed to this specific instance. The capture_if was excluded completely as a new
feature outside the scope of the thesis. Excluding capture_if did not become an issue in postHLS coverage since recursive block-level exclusions are simple to repeat for RTL.
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Table 3. Detailed pre-HLS coverage
Instance
dut

Branches

Expressions Statements

Total

-

-

100

100

bypass_in

100

100

100

100

bypass_mux

100

50.00

100.00

83.33

E

E

E

E

partial_dec#0

94.68

100

97.77

97.48

partial_dec#1
partial_dec#2

90.05

83.33

96.96

90.11

89.74

77.77

96.30

87.94

partial_dec#3

91.39

83.33

97.25

90.66

partial_dec#4

90.90

77.77

97.04

88.57

partial_dec#5

88.83

83.33

96.35

89.50

partial_dec#6

88.08

83.33

96.25

89.22

partial_dec#7

92.39

83.33

97.21

90.97

Total

90.94

83.55

96.99

90.50

capture_if

4.3.2

Post-HLS Coverage

The post-HLS coverage goal was to reach over 99% total coverage with all code coverage
metrics enabled. Features that were added during the HLV flow implementation were manually
excluded from RTL whenever feasible. Since fully covering internal toggling of generated RTL
does not bring any substantial additional benefits when other coverage types are already enabled
and formal methods are used, toggle coverage was manually excluded for all nodes inside the
DUT.
The post-HLS coverage flow took two weeks measured from the stage where the UVM
testbench had all components functioning correctly. At this point, tests could be added without
changing the structure of the UVM testbench or the components within the UVM environment.
New tests were implemented by creating new data and configuration sequences, or by running
new reference data vectors. The coverage percentages from different phases of the coverage
flow are presented in Table 4. As the post-HLS coverage flow presented in Chapter 3.7
suggests, most of the steps were repeated and done partly in parallel to reach the final coverage
goal. It should be noted that the apparent increase of coverage in each step of Table 4 depends
on the order in which the steps are executed. The later a test is included in a coverage flow, the
less it appears to add to the coverage.
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Table 4. Coverage in different phases of post-HLS coverage flow
Phase

Branch Condi%
tion %

FEC
%

FSM
State
%

FSM
Trans.
%

Statement
%

Toggle
%

Total
%

UVM implementation
of pre-HLS test cases

98.23

0

75.43

100

100

99.06

94.65

81.05

Questa CoverCheck
exclusions

99.88

E

86.85

100

100

99.71

95

96.90

Manual exclusions

100

E

88.01

100

100

100

100

98.00

Stall and reset tests

100

E

88.68

100

100

100

100

98.11

Constrained-random
tests

100

E

91.37

100

100

100

100

98.56

Tests directed for
corner-cases

100

E

94.82

100

100

100

100

99.13

After implementing all pre-HLS test cases in UVM, the total coverage was 81.05%. FEC
coverage is the clear outlier weighing the total coverage down. Then Questa CoverCheck was
run for 12 hours to create exclusions for unreachable logic, and to have witness waveforms for
reachable but uncovered logic. After CoverCheck, the total coverage was 96.90%. At this point,
no new tests had been created. CoverCheck created exclusions for all conditions in the RTL
design.
Manual exclusions were added to discard uncovered items related to new features. Catapult
Design Analyzer was used in addition to manual RTL browsing to find RTL logic that only
affects the new features, which were decided not to be verified. Manual exclusions brought total
coverage to 98.00%. Only the expression coverage was below 100% at this stage.
Since HLS RTL can look convoluted and scattered, manual exclusions were rather difficult.
Figure 15 illustrates an example of code that is easy to exclude from C++, but difficult to repeat
in RTL. The upper code snippet is from the C++ design, and the lower part is the corresponding
HLS-generated VHDL. The if - else if conditions in the C++ code would be simple to exclude,
but the two-line logic results in 156 items in RTL. This expansion of logic is expected, since
the number of lines of code is multiplied when the abstraction level is lowered from C++ to
VHDL. Therefore, manual exclusions should be avoided, and a better solution would be to
either cover these features in pre-HLS or remove them from the design altogether.
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Figure 15. Example of possible manual exclusions in C++ versus RTL.
Stall and reset tests were added to verify that the interfaces and the DUT can recover from
not receiving enough data, or from being reset in the middle of normal operation. Output stall
was not tested since Catapult-generated ready-valid handshaking was not enabled. Stall and
reset tests brought the total coverage to 98.11%.
Most of the tests in the final coverage regression were constrained-randomised. A set of
configuration and data sequence parameters were randomised with varying probabilities and
randomisation seeds. Since the C++ design was implemented in the UVM testbench as a
predictor and does not need external reference data, adding randomised test-cases is
straightforward. Randomised tests brought the total coverage up to 98.56%. However, tests
without reference model can be used to verify that the C++ and RTL designs produce the same
output, but not if they produce the correct output.
Tests directed for corner cases were the last test type added to the coverage regression.
Catapult Design Analyzer and Questa CoverCheck were used to understand what kind of input
data and configuration sequences needed to be created. Uncovered and manually excluded
items from the C++ design were also analysed to create directed tests for RTL. Adding directed
tests covered enough of the remaining expression coverage gaps to bring the final coverage to
99.13%.

4.4
4.4.1

Results

Final Coverage

Table 5 illustrates the final coverage detailed for the sub-block level under the DUT. Most subblocks have around 95% expression coverage. Other coverage metrics are at 100%.
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Table 5. Final RTL coverage with sub-block details
Instance
dut
bypass_in
bypass_mux
capture_if
partial_dec_0
partial_dec_1
partial_dec_2
partial_dec_3
partial_dec_4
partial_dec_5
partial_dec_6
partial_dec_7
Total

FEC
%

FSM
State
%

FSM
Trans.
%

93.47
98.38
E
95.42
93.57
95.00
94.50
94.00
94.65
95.76
95.67
94.82

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Branch Condition
%
%
100
100
E
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

Statement Toggles
%
%
100
100
100
E
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

100
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
100

Total
%
100
98.69
99.67
E
99.08
98.71
99.00
98.90
98.80
98.93
99.15
99.13
99.13

Table 6 presents the number of totals, hits, misses, and excluded items in the RTL code.
Expression coverage is the most noteworthy with 499 uncovered expressions out of a total of
9650. Without excluding toggle nodes under the outer level of the DUT, all tests covered
97.22% of 145 240 toggle nodes in the whole RTL code. However, only input and output ports
of the DUT were included in the final 100% toggle coverage.
Table 6. Final RTL coverage results for each coverage metric
Coverage Type

Item total

Hits

Misses

Excluded

Coverage %

13578

13578

0

2022

100

Conditions

E

E

-

16

-

Expressions

9650

9151

499

3184

94.82

FSM States

20

20

0

0

100

FSM
Transitions

20

20

0

0

100

Statements

33278

33278

0

2314

100

Toggles

4618

4618

0

160068

100

Branches

The test case types are presented in Table 7. Out of the 86 test cases, 56 were constrainedrandom tests. Two reference data cases were added on top of the 16 pre-HLS reference data
cases. Saturation, buffer overflow, stall and HW-reset required a single test each. At the end, 8
tests were added for corner cases to reach the final coverage result.
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Table 7. Final regression test-case types
Test type

Number of tests

Reference data

18

Saturation
Buffer overflow
Stall
Hardware reset
Constrained-random
Directed for corner-cases

1
1
1
1
56
8
86

Total

Most of the remaining RTL coverage gaps were convoluted expressions. Figure 16 illustrates
an example of such a coverage gap. The upper code snippet is from the C++ design, and the
lower snippet is from the resulting HLS RTL. The uncovered RTL expression in Figure 16 is
complicated, but the connection from RTL to C++ was understood using Catapult Design
Analyzer (4.1.6). The data type IQ_RND_SAT_t on line 69 in Figure 16 is used to perform
rounding and saturation for the NCO data. The RTL coverage is most likely a result of not
hitting all positive and negative limits of the saturation. This could have been found in the preHLS coverage phase with CCOV, if the feature for detecting variable under- and overflows had
been enabled.

Figure 16. RTL to C++ mapping using Design Analyzer.
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4.4.2

Performance and Resource Usage

Performance metrics from both pre- and post-HLS verification environments were collected in
Table 8. It should be noted that little time was used to optimise the testbenches for performance
and memory consumption, and the analysis was not done thoroughly. Therefore, the runtime
and memory results in Table 8 should be taken as rough estimates of the performance
relationship between C++ and UVM. Nonetheless, the performance points to significant time
savings when verifying in C++.
Table 8. Performance and resource metrics for C++ and UVM testbenches
Metric

C++

UVM

UVM /
C++

Lines of Code

2283

9747

4

Compilation Time (s)
Maximum memory usage of compilation (Mbytes)

8

94

12

3

3

1

Runtime of best coverage test case (s)

4

762

191

Maximum memory usage of best coverage test case (Mbytes)

3

474

158

Regression Runtime (20 test cases) (s)
Estimated regression runtime for 10 000 cases (h)

15

1661

111

2

231

111

Estimated best coverage test case runtime for 1000 cases (h)

1

212

191

As expected, the results in Table 8 show that C++ was generally much faster in the case study
and required fewer resources compared to UVM/SV. The UVM testbench code is more than
four times larger when measured in lines of code, due to the lower abstraction level and extra
overhead from UVM components and objects. External VIPs were not included in the lines of
code.
The maximum memory usage during compilation is included in Table 8, but the memory
measurements were not accurate at such low values. However, compilation performance is not
critical, since it takes very little time compared to regression runs. Inaccuracy is expected also
in the C++ memory consumption when running the best coverage case due to the low measured
value. However, the C++ testbench consumes significantly less memory in the test runs in
comparison with the UVM testbench.
Most machine time in verification of large SoC designs is typically spent in the regression
runs, and therefore the most important metric in this case is regression runtime. On average, the
C++ regression of 20 test cases completed 111 times faster than the UVM testbench. The test
cases were the pre-HLS tests that resulted in 90.50% pre-HLS coverage (Table 2).
In a larger regression run, where all the requirements are tested instead of only code
coverage, the regression can take anywhere from days to weeks to complete. Scaling the 20test-case regression runtimes in Table 8 up to 10 000 cases, UVM regression would take roughly
231 hours (or 9.6 days), and C++ regression would complete after 2 hours. If the runtime of the
best coverage case is used instead and scaled to 1000 cases, C++ regression would run in 1 hour
and UVM regression would take almost 9 days. These estimations assume that adding new test
cases would not alter the UVM / C++ runtime ratio.
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Even though the scaled runtime estimates, and the measured performance metrics do not
apply to every design and environment, they suggest enormous gains compared to purely
verifying an HLS design in the UVM environment. The worst possible HLS verification
strategy in terms of performance would be to make a design change, then generate RTL with
an HLS tool, and verify the change in the UVM testbench. Naturally, the UVM regressions
must be run eventually at the end of the design and verification process, but the productivity
gains of HLV are realised when the pre-HLS design is still being developed and verified. New
functionality can be tested in pre-HLS within minutes or hours compared to days or weeks in
post-HLS.
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5

DISCUSSION

The goal of the thesis was to define and implement a high-level verification flow for a real-life
HLS design. The target of the HLV flow was to take advantage of the high abstraction level,
performance, and productivity gains of verifying the design in the source language. The
hypothesis was that closing the coverage in pre-HLS would result in a working design, and an
extensive set of tests that would provide a good post-HLS coverage starting point.
The goals for the thesis and the HLV flow were reached. The results of the case study show
that the flow defined in Chapter 3.7 was feasible to implement in practice. The HLV flow led
to reaching the defined coverage goals for both pre-HLS and post-HLS within four weeks, when
excluding the time needed for building the verification environments. The performance results
show the advantages of pre-HLS verification, which the flow was able to utilise.
The pre-HLS coverage goal was set as 100% statement, branch, and expression coverage.
The goal was reached two weeks after the C++ testbench supported different kinds of tests.
The results show that the pre-HLS verification work carries over well to post-HLS as initial
coverage, even with an incomplete set of tests. While the UVM verification environment was
being built, the design was being developed further. This meant that the set of pre-HLS tests no
longer covered the whole design. Consequently, the true pre-HLS coverage was 90.50% instead
of the initial 100%. Without any manual HLS RTL analysis or RTL-specific testing, the
coverage was at 96.90%. This shows that the HLV flow that utilises pre-HLS results
significantly reduces the difficult HLS RTL analysis, even with an incomplete set of tests. The
initial post-HLS coverage could be further improved by repeating the pre-HLS coverage flow
for the changed design to create a more complete set of tests.
The implemented predictor was a valuable component in post-HLS coverage closure and in
proving the equivalence of RTL versus C++ in the UVM domain. RTL and C++ outputs could
be compared without an external reference model under any kind of random or non-random
stimulus. Randomised tests needed to be added to cover timing-related logic, as well as
manually excluded features that could not be easily excluded from RTL.
The tools used in the case study were suitable for the HLV flow. CCOV was a valuable tool
in pre-HLS code coverage analysis and seemed to generally correspond well with RTL
coverage. Catapult HLS did not create any bugs in the C++ to RTL transformation and produced
good quality RTL. All the issues were found either in the test environment, or in the C++ design
instead. Questa CoverCheck was crucial for creating automatic exclusions for unreachable logic
in the RTL code. Catapult Design Analyser was useful in the later stages of the post-HLS
coverage flow for understanding RTL code coverage gaps from the C++ design point of view.
Most of the verification effort required in the pre-HLS phase was about creating a testbench
that can configure and drive the DUT correctly with separately generated reference data and
compare the DUT outputs against the reference data. In general terms, the pre-HLS work was
about applying RTL verification methods in C++. Learning C++ coverage analysis with CCOV
was straightforward with the CCOV user guide and the files generated with Catapult HLS.
For post-HLS, creating a conventional UVM verification environment from scratch took the
most effort. The predictor implementation also took considerable effort but was eased by
reviewing the predictor components produced by the UVM flow from Catapult HLS. Even
though the Catapult-generated predictor was not working correctly, the general structure was
reusable. The post-HLS coverage flow was straightforward and required little manual RTL
analysis.
The main takeaway from the HLV flow implementation is that the verification work is much
more productive in C++ as opposed to RTL. Therefore, the pre-HLS verification work should
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be maximised to eliminate design bugs and unnecessary code early, and to build a set of tests
that can be repeated in UVM without much manual RTL analysis.
In the future, formal analysis tools and functional coverage for the C++ design could be
studied to further improve the design maturity and the pre-HLS tests and therefore accelerate
the final RTL coverage signoff. Ideally, the HLS RTL verification would comprise solely of
functional equivalence testing and formal verification.
The significance of the last RTL coverage percentages could also be studied. No toolgenerated bugs from RTL were found from the design in the case study, therefore reaching a
100% functional post-HLS coverage might have been sufficient.
Another study item for the future could be to use the UVM test environment for both preand post-HLS verification. In the pre-HLS phase, the SystemC TLM wrapped C++ design could
be implemented as the DUT. The pre-HLS reference model could be a separate MATLAB
model as in the case study. The UVM environment would be completely ready by the time postHLS verification would start. In post-HLS, RTL would be swapped as the DUT, and the
SystemC wrapped C++ design would be the reference model. The simulation performance
would suffer in this method compared to pure C++ pre-HLS verification, but the benefit would
be to remove the need to build a separate C++ test environment. It would be interesting to study
whether this method would be advantageous compared to completely separating C++ and RTL
verification environments. Nonetheless, the main point of HLV flow is not the specific selection
of tools and methods, but rather the focus on pre-HLS verification.
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6

SUMMARY

The purpose of this thesis was to define and implement a high-level verification flow. The
results show that dividing the verification flow into pre- and post-HLS is advantageous in terms
of performance and productivity. Maximising pre-HLS verification work minimises the more
difficult and time-consuming post-HLS work. The HLV flow is practical to implement for an
HLS design.
Chapter 1 briefly introduced the current state of SoC design and verification, as well as the
potential advantages of utilising high-level synthesis. Chapter 2 explained how SoCs are
typically developed and verified and went into detail on UVM and coverage-driven verification
methodology. Chapter 3 introduced HLS with its benefits and drawbacks and explained how
the verification flow may change when the SoC IP design is made with HLS. The high-level
verification flow was illustrated in Chapter 3.8.
Chapter 4 contains the case study, where the HLV flow was implemented in practice. The
tools and methods chosen worked well for their purpose. The results show that the HLV flow
worked in practice, and that the pre-HLS verification work carried over well to post-HLS as
initial coverage. The performance results show that the pre-HLS testbench simulated at least
two orders of magnitude faster than UVM. In addition, all the bugs in the HLS design were
already found in C++ verification and the resulting RTL was mature for coverage signoff.
Therefore, the hypothesis that pre-HLS verification should be maximised to minimise the postHLS holds true. Implementation of the C++ predictor sped up the post-HLS coverage closure
by allowing the use of randomised stimulus.
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Simplified UVM Predictor Converter implementation

// Input analysis imp declarations
`uvm_analysis_imp_decl(_din_0_rsc_ae)
// Create target socket callbacks
`uvm_tlm_nb_target_socket_decl(_gp_dout_0_rsc_ap)
class predictor_converter extends uvm_component;
`uvm_component_utils(predictor_converter)
============================================================================
// Gets samples and reg values from TB, sends them to SC predictor wrapper
// Gets samples and interrupts from SC predictors, sends them to TB
//
// Has analysis ports and exports to and from TB
// Has TLM generic payload ports to and from predictor
//
============================================================================
// -- Exports coming from TB
uvm_analysis_imp_din_0_rsc_ae #(tb_specific_tx_type, predictor_converter)
din_0_rsc_ae;
// -- GP Ports/Exports for transactions going into SC predictor wrapper
uvm_tlm_nb_transport_fw_port #(uvm_tlm_gp) gp_din_0_rsc_ae;
// -- GP ports for transactions coming out of SC predictor wrapper
uvm_tlm_nb_target_socket_gp_dout_0_rsc_ap #(predictor_converter)
gp_dout_0_rsc_ap;
// -- Analysis ports going to TB
uvm_analysis_port #(tb_specific_tx_type) dout_0_rsc_ap;
// -- UVM Phasing
extern function new(string name, uvm_component parent);
extern virtual function void build_phase(uvm_phase phase);
extern virtual function void connect_phase(uvm_phase phase);
extern virtual task run_phase(uvm_phase phase);
// -- Port write functions
extern virtual function void write_din_0_rsc_ae(ul_ddc_iq_sample_seq_item
tx);
extern virtual function uvm_tlm_sync_e
nb_transport_fw_gp_dout_0_rsc_ap(uvm_tlm_gp gp, ref uvm_tlm_phase_e phase,
input uvm_tlm_time delay);
// -- Type conversion functions
extern virtual function uvm_tlm_gp
tb_specific_tx_type_to_gp(tb_specific_tx_type tx_pair);
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extern virtual function uvm_tlm_gp gp_to_tb_specific_tx_type(uvm_tlm_gp
gp);
endclass
function predictor_converter::new(string name, uvm_component parent);
super.new(name,parent);
endfunction : new
function void predictor_converter::build_phase (uvm_phase phase);
// Inputs from tb
din_0_rsc_ae = new("din_0_rsc_ae", this);
// Inputs to SystemC
gp_din_0_rsc_ae = new("gp_din_0_rsc_ae", this);
// Outputs from SystemC
gp_dout_0_rsc_ap = new("gp_dout_0_rsc_ap", this);
// Outputs to tb
dout_0_rsc_ap = new("dout_0_rsc_ap", this);
endfunction : build_phase
function void predictor_converter::connect_phase(uvm_phase phase);
// SystemC inputs
uvmc_tlm #(uvm_tlm_gp)::connect(this.gp_din_0_rsc_ae,"gp_din_0_rsc_ae");
// SystemC outputs
uvmc_tlm #(uvm_tlm_gp)::connect(this.gp_dout_0_rsc_ap,"gp_dout_0_rsc_ap");
endfunction : connect_phase
task predictor_converter::run_phase(uvm_phase phase);
tb_specific_tx_type tx;
tb_specific_tx_type empty_tx;
tx = tb_specific_tx_type::type_id::create("tx");
empty_tx = tb_specific_tx_type::type_id::create("empty_tx");
// Drive dut
forever begin
@(posedge virtual_interface.clk);
if (input_samples_from_tb_q.size()) begin
tx = input_samples_from_tb_q.pop_front();
transport_ae_to_gp_data(stream, tx_pair);
end else begin
tx = empty_tx;
end
gp_din_0_rsc_ae.nb_transport_fw(tb_specific_tx_type_to_gp(tx),
tlm_phase, m_delay);
end // forever begin
endtask

